




Ann-Katrin Günzel: Warren, your art work is 
strongly connected to neuroscience. Can you 
explain us the relationship between the two 
(your art and neuroscience)? 
 Warren Neidich: The works at the beginning of 
career as an artist such as American History Reinvent-
ed (1985-1991), Cultural Memory/ Cultural Amnesia 
(1991), and Camp OJ (1996), involved with issues of 
reenactment, fictive documentary and the archive. 
At the end of 1996, I cycled back to my earlier stud-
ies in Neurobiology Cognitive Neuroscience in order 
to estrange and expand the complexity of the prod-
ucts of my art practice. I also realized the power of 
my art practice to deterritoirlze neuroscience which I 
felt was at the calling of the military-industrial-media 
complex. I called this practice Neuro-aesthetics. To-

day I refer to it as Activist Neuroaesthetics. My www.
artbrain.org and the Journal of Neuroaesthetics also 
emerged from my art practice. Activist Neuroaesthet-
ics which is very different then the form of neuro-
aesthetics popular in Germany which I call positivist 
neuroaesthetics. Activist neuroaesthetics focuses on 
the ways and means with which artists, architects, po-
ets, filmmakers, and other cultural producers using 
artistic practices rather scientific methods investigate 
the sensible world in order to create artistic facts. One 
artwork can change the history of art. For instance 
one could imagine that works such Marcel Duchamp’s 
readymade sculpture Fountain (1917), Jackson Pol-
lock’s Blue Poles (1952), Mary Kelly’s Post-partum 
Document (1976), and Anna Halpern’s Parades and 
Changes (1965-1967), introduced experimental lan-
guages into art discourse that changed the way art-
ist made and continue to make work. This process of 
artistic estrangement, as we know from the work of 
Jacques Ranciere, has political consequences through 
introducing counter strategies to those through which 
sovereignty polices the distribution of the senses to 
create an homogenous people which are easy to gov-
ern. Political artistic interventions redistribute the 
sensible and as a result produce changes reflected in 
the multitude of singarities who can think for them-
selves and express their differences in the market 
place of ideas. Activist Neuroaesthetics takes this one 
step further in understanding, in ways the Catherine 
Malibou has, that by changing the socio-political cul-
tural milieu one can also alter the neurobiological 
architecture of the brain – which in turn may alter 
thought itself. In Positivist neuroaesthetics the brain 
is an unchanging material structure restricted to the 
bony skull and reduced to the activity of neurons. It 
is a repository of essences and predispositions which 
are deposited in various forms in the environment. 
The activist approach proposes a situated intracranial/
extracranial brain complex that is in a constant state 
of flux. In philosophy of mind this appraoch follows 
what is sometimes called the embodied, enactive, ex-
tended approach. Activist neuroaesthetics says that we 
are much more than our neurons. This extracranial 
brain is composed of technological, artistic and archi-
tectural advancements, and linguistic, philosophical 
and socio-spiratual-communicative transformations 
which promote material changes in the intracranial 
brain with which it is entangled. Thus, activist neuro-
aesthetics understands that this extracranial brain has 
the capacity to incite social and political revolutions 
that have consequences for the structure of the intrac-
ranial brain. Alternatively we have the power to there-
fore transform our brain through transforming the 
political, social, aesthetic milieu if we only had the de-
sire to do so. Neural plasticity, the capacity of the ma-
terial brain to change, provides the means and mech-
anism with which this can occur. Like other matter in 
the world, the material brain is subject to events char-
acterized by dialectical and historical materialism. For 



instance, seismic shifts in socio-cultural-political 
ideological formations characterized by posthuman-
ist and post-Anthropocenic thought might be in-
scribed first in a multitude of objects and then in the 
material structure of the brain, especially as a result 
of attention and salience driven neural modulation. 
Activist neuroaesthetics also works against positiv-
ist neuroaesthetics’ engagement with the industrial/
military/mediated components of neural capitalism. 
Brain-computer Interfaces and optogenetics are sup-
ported by Darpa and have military uses.  Rather, ac-
tivist neuroaesthetics instigates tactics counter to re-
cent transitions in the neural economy, such neural 
economics and neural consumerism, and its totali-
tarian tendencies. 

That sounds interesting, but quite complicated 
for someone who tries to understand your ar-
tistic point of view. You just had an exhibition 
at Venice during the Art-Biennale 2019, called 
“Rumor to Delusion”. There you showed the 
neon-installation Pizzagate Neon and also a 
film entitle Pizzagate: From Rumor to Delu-
sion. Those are two visible examples for your 
theories and for the capacities or the power 
of art in reality. To make it clear for someone 
who does not know a lot about neuroscience – 
could you explain your thoughts about cogni-
tive capitalism and fake news in these works?
In cognitive capitalism the brain and the mind are 
the new factories of the 21st century. We are no 
longer proletariats physically working on assembly 
lines making things but cognitariats using mental 
labor in front of screens with the world at our fin-
gertips creating data with our searches and reactions 
on social media. The data we produce is not simply 
collated and analyzed to predict our shopping ten-
dencies but actively engaged in shaping our subjec-
tivities through acting on our brains malleability. 
Cognitive Capitalism emerges from Italian Opera-
ismo and Post-Operaismo and is divided into an 

early phase and late phase. The early phase is charac-
terized by precarity, working 24/7, valorization, the 
financialization of capital and herd behavior, com-
municative capitalism and immaterial or performa-
tive labor. The later stage, in which we find ourselves 
today and which is important for my Pizzagate neon 
and video, subsumes its earlier phase but adds an ad-
ditional layer. Its focus of power is now concentrated 
on the material brain, especially its neural plastic po-
tential, normalizing its inherent variability and in the 
process homogenizing the neural diversity across a 
diverse population of brains and minds. 
The Pizzagate Neon was a work that first and fore-
most described the convoluted and complex events 
that delineated the Pizzagate fake news story. For 
those not familiar with the account, it described a 
now debunked conspiracy theory that went viral at 
the end of 2016 American Presidential race between 
Hilary Clinton and Donald Trump. It asserted that 
Hillary Clinton and some of her top aids were part of 
an international child sex ring run out of the Clinton 
Foundation and located in the basement of the Com-
et Ping Pong pizza parlor on Connecticut Avenue 
NW, Washington D.C. The alleged proof of these ac-
cusations came from the illegal hacking of Clinton’s 
campaign manager, John Podesta’s, personal emails 
publicly displayed on WikiLeaks, and through trawl-
ing the Instagram account of James Alefantis, search-
ing for sexually lewd and explicit images.. As absurd 
as this story was many people believed it. One such 
person was Edgar Welch, a young man from North 
Carolina, who was convinced that the story was true. 
So much so that he was compelled to drive up to the 
nation’s capitol in order to rescue the abused girls 
incarcerated in the basement of Comet Ping Pong 
pizzeria. On arriving he entered the restaurant and 
shot an assault rifle fortunately, injuring no one. The 
Pizzagate Neon and the film Pizzagate: From Rumor 
to Delusion together attempt to investigate the so-
cio-political and technological conditions that make 
this and other events, in what is now appreciated as 
the post-truth society, possible. These two projects 
were accompanied, during the exhibition, by my lat-
est book, The Glossary of Cognitive Activism, which 
acted as a guide or libretto. 
The neon itself was a suspended text based work 
connected by a network of white neon arrows that 
acted together to form a cloudlike structure which 
stood in for the iCloud on the one hand and the 
connectome on the other. The CONNECTOME is 
the data set describing the connection matrix of the 
central nervous system. The iCloud,as many of you 
know, is a cloud storage computing service from Ap-
ple. The idea was that in late stage cognitive capital-
ism the iCloud and connectome form the elements 
of the intracranial/extracranial brain complex. Many 
of the terms expressed the major players in the dra-
ma of this conspiracy like Hilary Clinton, James Al-

fantes, Edgar Welch and John Podesta as well as less 
central figures like the collector Tony Podesta, Johns 
brother and Marina Abramovic who became en-
tangled in the opera through email streams uncov-
ered on Wikileaks. Especially significant were emails 
shared by John and Tony Podesta which concerned 
attending a performance of Marina’s called Spirit 
Cooking. The rest of the terms described the new ap-
paratuses of late cognitive capitalism like the Atten-
tion Economy, Click Bait, Fake News, Meme Magic 
and Google Bubbles as well as the new methods of 
their transmission and distribution such as Insta-
gram, Danger and Play, and 4 Chan. Also included 
were the terms Epigenesis and Neural Plasticity in 
order to invoke the new roles these apparatuses play 
in not only describing the new technological eco-
systems at play in the virtual worlds we are in con-
stant contact with but to understand the logic of 
their power to sculpt the brains architecture. This 
is also played out in Pizzagate: From Rumor to De-
lusion where an underlying theoretical disposition 
is that we have transitioned from the Society of the 
Spectacle to a Society of Data and now to the Soci-
ety of Neurons. The spectacle is the ultimate atten-
tion grabbing form of media theater which in today’s 
world evolves into a definitive form of memory fac-
tory. As is mentioned in the film Fake News on bo-
gus Internet sites engages attention 25 percent more 
than real news and compels clicks which form data 

You often use contemporary language in your 
art (hashtags, sentences from the news, fake 
news, tweets, etc.) – since we are talking in 
the context of a publication that concentrates 
on post-futuristic art and therefore we have a 
strong emphasis on exhaustion and “the end 
of…” – do you see language and communica-
tion as something that is coming to an end? To 
the end of truth for example?
As I mentioned in the previous question, the im-
pulse to write the Glossary of Cognitive Activism 
was a response to, on one hand, the exhaustion you 
speak about and on the other, the effect of radical 
changes that have recently occurred in the socio-po-
litical-technological field. The forms of resistance, 
whether they be actions or written texts, created in 
the analogue 1960s and 1970s are no longer adequate 
to meet the challenges we face today in the digital 
age. I realized that in the past twenty years a new 
vocabulary had emerged of which the general pub-
lic and artist community was unaware. A language, 
I felt, could make the sublime conditions of the new 
authoritarian regime of the net understandable and 
visible. We are all mental laborers or cognitariats and 

sets on what Shoshana Zuboff refers to behavioral fu-
ture markets. Attention has been shown to be essen-
tial for long-term memory consolidation.



as such are especially susceptible to the effect of data 
on the brain and mind. As I mentioned above that re-
gime is at the heart of the post-truth of post-factual 
society in which fake facts engage with the materi-
al brain more effectively then real facts and bias the 
memories we form our opinions with. Importantly I 
believed that the basis for this new lexicon could be 
built through a new consideration of the writings of 
the Italian Operaist and Post Operaist political phi-
losophers especially their ideas concerning cognitive 
capitalism. They were the first to understand the im-
plications of the coming cybernetic society and, as 
such, their incites into immaterial and mental labor 
and the affective economy were adequate predictions 
of what we are now facing. My Saas-Fee Summer 
Institute of Art, Berlin and my glossary were reac-
tions to the need to disseminate this new vocabulary 
broadly. I hoped that by educating an army of artists a 
new wellspring for creativity across disciplines would 
emerge. 

What about the “power of art”? There are voic-
es of scientists getting louder, proclaiming the 
need of images to convince the people of facts. 
Obviously, there is a lot of information about 
the climate crisis and the Anthropocene, but 
very little change in the behavior of the peo-
ple (that keep flying, cruising, buying SUVs and 
even more plastic than before…). Do you think 
art could have the power to change that?

In late neoliberal global capitalism an assortment of 
new platforms for the marketing and sale of artis-
tic products has arisen that has stripped the artist of 
his or her power. Chief amongst these are the art fair 
and mega gallery, the rise of the art consultant class 
and the Internet art databases. The time and space 
allotted me here does not allow me the pleasure to 
explain each in its entirety. Overall their effect is the 
commoditization of the artwork and the domina-
tion of the market place in determining what art is 
shown, what best way to form and present it as well as 
which art is bought and exhibited in museums. Mu-
seum groups frequent art fairs and hang around VIP 
lounges sucking up rumor and innuendo to deter-
mine which artist and gallerist is trending and on this 
base schedule artists for exhibitions. In the late stage 
neoliberal global marketplace the artwork becomes a 
hard investment for future profit and nothing more. 
“Market value exceeds Cultural value”. The problem 
is that the neoliberal artist sees themselves as an en-
trepreneur and his or her production is a calculated 
attempt to gather the attention of the speculator to in-
crease market share. Time is money and dealers don’t 
want to be burdened with explanations of conceptual 
or political art. Under these conditions one can only 
be disappointed by the assumed power of art. Artists 
who participate in this space, and not all do so but 
those that do, are nothing more then high end com-
mercial artists working for the system. But by doing 
so the artist gives up their most powerful cultural as-
set. In the next Art Cologne I will exhibit a neon work 
that says “Cultural Value transcends Market Value.” 
This work goes to the very heart of your question. 
The power of art resides in its capacity to estrange the 
cultural milieu. Art is a necessary component to the 
marketplace of ideas. Its main function in this regard 
is to disrupt institutional regimes of distributions of 
the sensible that normalize and police the alterity of 
the senses. Art redistributes, for instance, the matrix 
of gestalts, the networks of affordances and the top-
ologic referendum of attention that form designed 
space. As such it creates a diversity of objects, things, 
their relations and the memories they excite and 
script in the memory networks of the brain and their 
tethering together as narratologies in the mind’s eye. 
The socio-cultural political milieu forms the extrac-
ranial brain that coevolves with the intracranial brain 
with which it is tethered. According to the neurosci-
entist Olaf Sporns, while variation in other systems 
can represent noise and degrade performance the op-
posite is true for neural systems operating under Dar-

winian processes. The brain’s disparate population 
of neural elements with variable characteristics and 
tuning personalities facilitate differential responses
to unknown environments. The newborn can never 
know the world in advance; human culture and its 
artifacts are constantly evolving and generate differ-
ent milieus one generation after another. The brain’s 
neural plasticity allows it to modify its architectures 
to accommodate this constantly evolving environ-
ment that itself played a role in changing. The famous 
neuroscientist Gerald Edelman understands culture 
as the generator of diversity and complexity which in 
turn generates brains that are diverse and complex. 
No two brains, even those of twins, are alike. Who 
and what generates these diverse environments? Art, 
poetry, cinema and architecture just to name a few. 
This is the power of art and when artists give them-
selves up to the market they give up their right to 
shape subjectivity leaving it to instead government 
agencies who want to maintain the status quo. 

Can you explain your thoughts behind the work 
“equal not equal”?
Equal not Equal, 2015 was first exhibited at LAXART 
in Los Angeles in a project curated by Lauri Firsten-
burg who would become the curator of my exhibi-
tion in Venice. The sculptural neon work is made up 
of two intermittent signs. One denoted by the equals 
or equality sign and the other the not equal sign de-
notes inequality. A site specific Equal not Equal sim-
ilar to be not the exact replica of the original work 
was fabricated for the façade of the Zuecca Project 
Space. As in Los Angeles the work was installed 
above the doorway and visitors needed to cross the 
threshold as they entered the gallery with the work 
above them. Zuecca Project Space is situated on Gi-
udecca and the neon faced the lagoon and could be 
seen from across it on Dorsoduro one of the other six 
sestieri of Venice. The equal sign is in green neon and 
is always illuminated while the single line that cross-
es the equal sign as a diagonal to create the not equal 
sign is red and flickers on and off. Equal not Equal 
is meant as a question. Is the space you are entering 
a space of equality where all those entering have the 
same rights to innovate and create or not? Do all en-
tering have a voice in the contested field of cultural 
expression? It also expands beyond the artistic bub-
ble to include whether or not we all have equal op-
portunity to life itself.  

  


